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KLASSMARK REGULATION 

 

• All the technical aspects of each distance are an annex to the official rules. You 

will find them in the technical data sheets on the website. 

• These regulations explain the conditions of participation in events organized by 

Klassmark and their characteristics. 

• Participation in an event organized by Klassmark implies the acceptance of all 

environmental and sustainable measures.  

• These regulations may be amended, modified or improved at any time by the 

organization. 

• Registration implies acceptance of the regulations, the appendix and the 

exemption from liability. 

• Participation in an event implies acceptance of minors, exoneration of liability 

and the certificate of physical fitness.  

 

1. NO NATURE NO FUTURE  

1.1. Events take place in fragile and sensiMve natural environments. It is strictly 

mandatory not to leave any trace aNer your passage.  

1.2. ParMcipants must respect the fauna and flora, prioriMzing the wildlife in the 

environment.  

1.3. It is forbidden to throw any waste during the race. ParMcipants must carry their 

wrappers to the aid staMons. 

1.4. Any disrespecSul acMon towards the environment, fauna, or flora will result in 

expulsion or a penalty.  

1.5. ParMcipants must not go outside the marked paths.  

1.6. ParMcipants must respect fences, gates, and all kinds of barriers related to livestock 

or private property security.  

1.7. It is strictly mandatory to recycle correctly at all aid staMons.  

1.8. Remember that in the aid staMons we do not have single-use containers, so you 

must bring your own cup, container, or boYle. 
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2. RUNNERS FOR RUNNERS  

2.1. ParMcipants must prioriMze ethics, camaraderie, and respect for the environment 

and nature over the event itself.  

2.2. If a parMcipant, a third party, or any animal is in danger, it is mandatory to provide 

help.  

2.3. ParMcipants must alert the nearest control point or aid staMon of any incident, or 

they must call one of the numbers listed on the bib.  

2.4. If parMcipants who have provided help have lost significant Mme, the race director 

will assess the situaMon and make the appropriate decisions.  

2.5. In cases of adverse weather condiMons, if you need help from the organizaMon 

and/or rescue teams, they may take Mme to find or reach you.  

2.6. There are areas of the route without mobile coverage, so there is a risk of not being 

able to request help when needed.  

2.7. In cases of emergency, in areas without coverage, runners must call and acMvate  

112. 

 

3. CLIMATE EMERGENCY  

3.1. Participants must be aware that the climate change we live in makes weather 

forecasts difficult and must be prepared for the organization to cancel the event at the 

last minute.  

3.2. Fighting global warming is our priority; for this reason, we will avoid giving or gifting 

participants any container, product, or material derived from fossil fuels.  

3.3. For this reason, see  

3.3.1. No single-use containers will be provided.  

3.3.2. No participant bag will be given. (The bib, reusable zip ties, and the official 

gift will be given by hand.) 
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4. REGISTRATION 

4.1. There will be no refund of the registration fee; it is not transferable from one year 

to another, and no changes are allowed. 

4.2. You can modify the name and distance of your registration with the locator and 

email. 

4.3. One week before the event, no name or distance changes will be allowed. 

4.4. The bib number will not be definitively assigned to the participant until payment is 

effective. 

4.5. The organization reserves the right to cancel the event before it starts if the 

physical integrity of the participants is at risk due to weather conditions or safety 

reasons. 

4.6. The organization is not responsible for any extra expenses related to the 

registration, such as accommodations or travel in case of an event cancellation. 

4.7. If the situation requires it, the organization may make the following modifications: 

a) Modify the routes 

b) Activate alternative routes 

c) Modify the start time 

4.8. Registrations will close once the participant limit has been exceeded or the 

announced deadline date has been reached. 

4.9. In cases of last-minute registration (one week before the start), the requested gift 

size is not guaranteed. 

4.10. The organization reserves the right to modify the number of participant slots. 

4.11. The organization is not responsible for contractual relationships between 

participants and external services. 
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5. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 

5.1. All participants must be of legal age on the day of the event; otherwise, it is 

mandatory to present the "authorization for minors."  

5.2. If underage, you must be accompanied by an adult at all times.  

5.3. Registrants participate in the event voluntarily and at their own risk.  

5.4. By registering, participants automatically accept the 'liability waiver and fitness 

certificate,' which informs them of the risks involved in participating.  

5.5. When the participant registers, they accept all points of these regulations. Non-

compliance with any of them will result in automatic expulsion or penalty. 

 

6. DEVELOPMENT 

6.1. The route is open to other users, bicycles, vehicles, tractors, etc. Participants must 

follow current traffic regulations and proceed with caution at all times.  

6.2. In case of breakdown or any incident, the numbers to contact the organization are 

on the bib.  

6.3. Once the maximum time to finish the route is exceeded, all event services will be 

deactivated.  

6.4. Participants can only receive external assistance at the feeding zones designated by 

the organization. Any other assistance will be penalized. 

 

7. WITHDRAWALS 

7.1. ParMcipants who decide to withdraw must do so at one of the control or aid 

staMons. Only a serious injury will jusMfy a parMcipant abandoning at another point on 

the course. 

7.2. The organizaMon only commits to returning parMcipants to the event's starMng point 

if they have withdrawn at a control or aid staMon with motorized access. 

7.3. The organizaMon reserves the right to return parMcipants to the starMng point once 

the event has concluded. 

7.4. ParMcipants who decide to withdraw from the event must noMfy the organizaMon. 
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8. COURSE AND MARKING  

8.1. It is mandatory to follow the GPS-marked course at all Mmes.  

8.2. If, for any reason, the course is abandoned at any point, it is mandatory to rejoin at 

the exact point where it was leN. 

 

9. EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

9.1. Carrying the appropriate equipment to handle the event is the responsibility of 

each participant, as long as the technical sheet does not specify mandatory equipment. 

The organization reserves the right to modify this point until the last moment.  

9.2. Participants must be correctly shod and equipped according to the technical 

conditions of the event and weather conditions.  

9.3. The organization reserves the right to prevent the start or stop any participant who 

is deemed not to have the necessary equipment.  

9.4. The organization recommends that all participants have food and drink during the 

event. Sunscreen is also recommended if exposure conditions require it.  

9.5. The organization is not responsible for any lost or forgotten items during the event. 

 

10. FORMAT AND CATEGORIES  

10.1. The format and awarded categories will depend on each distance. You can consult 

the informaMon in the technical sheets.  

10.2. The parMcipant's age as of December 31 of the current year will be taken into 

account.  

10.3. The giNs are cumulaMve.  

10.4. It will be essenMal to be present at the final ceremony to receive the trophy, 

medal, or giN.  

10.5. Development of team events:  

10.5.1. Team event parMcipants must complete the course with their partner or 

team, crossing the control points and the finish line together. Otherwise, the 

team would be disqualified and out of the event.  
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10.5.2. If one of the team members drops out and the other conMnues, they will 

not be classified as individual under any circumstances.  

10.5.3. The race director can apply the sancMons he/she deems appropriate aNer 

evaluaMng each situaMon. 

 

11. PENALTIES AND DISQUALIFICATIONS  

11.1 Causes of Penalty:   

• Throwing waste during the race: Mme penalty or disqualificaMon. Not following 

the marked route: Mme penalty or disqualificaMon.  

• Not carrying the mandatory equipment: Mme penalty or disqualificaMon.  

• DisrespecSul behavior towards other parMcipants or the environment: Mme 

penalty or disqualificaMon.  

11.2 External Assistance:  

• Receiving assistance outside the designated aid staMons: Mme penalty or 

disqualificaMon.  

• External assistance is only allowed at the points marked by the organizaMon. Any 

other assistance will be penalized or result in disqualificaMon.  

11.3 Violent Conduct:  

• Violent behavior towards another runner, official, or spectator: Mme penalty or 

disqualificaMon.  

11.4 Traffic Rules: 

• Not respecMng traffic rules, such as not keeping to the right on roads and trails: 

Mme penalty or disqualificaMon.  

11.5 Controls and Aid StaMons:  

• Not passing through all checkpoints and aid staMons: Mme penalty or 

disqualificaMon. 

11.6 Respect for the Environment:  

• DisrespecSul antude towards the environment, fauna, or flora: Mme penalty or 

disqualificaMon.  
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11.7 DiscreMon of the Race Director:  

• The race director can assess each acMon individually and modify the established 

parameters according to the severity of the facts. 

12. BIB COLLECTION  

12.1. To collect the bib, participant identification is essential. Therefore, presenting an 

identification document (ID, driver's license, or passport) and the federation or 

insurance card is mandatory.  

12.2. The participant must know the coverage conditions of their insurance or 

federation entity.  

12.3. The resale of registration rights and the consequent participation with another 

person's bib can result in penalties for both the seller and the buyer; and the possibility 

of taking action against both. 

 

13. DATA PROTECTION 

13.1. In accordance with Organic Law 15/1999 of December 13, all parMcipants' data will 

be included in a private file owned by the organizers, solely for managing the event. 

 

14. IMAGE RIGHTS  

14.1. All parMcipants waive their image rights during the event.  

14.2. The organizaMon may use the event's images for its own interest.  

14.3. Acceptance of this regulaMon implies that the parMcipant authorizes KLASSMARK 

to take photographs and record their parMcipaMon, giving consent for the distribuMon 

and commercial and adverMsing exploitaMon of all images taken during the event 

without the right to receive any economic compensaMon. 
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15. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY AND FITNESS CERTIFICATE 

15.1. I have read and fully accept the regulaMons. 

15.2. I am sure that I am physically and psychologically well-prepared to parMcipate in 

the event because I have undergone the appropriate medical checks to ensure that I am 

in good health and do not suffer from any illness, allergy, physical defect, injury, or 

cardiorespiratory condiMon that would advise against my parMcipaMon. 

15.3. I am fully aware of the difficulty, the route, the profile, and the distance of the 

event because I have consulted it previously on the website. 

15.4. I am aware that this type of event carries a risk for the parMcipants. For this 

reason, I aYend voluntarily and at my own risk, fully assuming the risks and 

consequences arising from my parMcipaMon. Therefore, I exempt the organizaMon, 

collaborators, sponsors, and other parMcipants from any physical or material damage 

that may occur to me. 

15.5. I have sufficient knowledge and technical skills to ensure my own safety, 

considering the natural environment and the condiMons of autonomy of the event. 

15.6. I have the sports and safety equipment required by the event. I guarantee that the 

equipment is in good condiMon, that I have the knowledge to use it properly, and that I 

will carry it with me throughout the event. 

15.7. I commit to complying with the safety rules and protocols established by the 

organizaMon, as well as maintaining responsible behavior that does not increase the 

risks to my physical or mental integrity. I will follow the instrucMons and abide by the 

decisions made by the organizers (judges, doctors, and organizers). 

15.8. I authorize the event's medical services to provide any care or acMon they deem 

appropriate at any Mme during the event. I commit to abandoning the event and 

allowing my hospitalizaMon if they consider it necessary for my health. 

15.9. I authorize the event's organizaMon to take and use any photographs, videos, or 

recordings made, as long as they are exclusively related to my parMcipaMon in this event, 

and not to receive any compensaMon in return. 

15.10. Before or during the event, I will not consume any prohibited substances 
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considered as doping by the different federaMons. The organizaMon may conduct doping 

tests on any parMcipant. 

15.11. I am aware that my bib number is personal and non-transferable, so I will not give 

or sell it to anyone. 

15.12. I commit to following the general guidelines of respect for others and the 

environment: 

a) Move prudently and according to traffic rules, on tracks, trails, and roads open to 

traffic. 

b) Move slowly in the presence of people, animals, or vehicles. 

c) Do not cause alteraMons in the processes and natural funcMons of ecosystems. 

d) Do not damage bioMc, geological, cultural, or general resources of the 

environment. 

e) Avoid environmentally sensiMve areas. 

f) Perform physiological needs in opMmal places, or in any case, away from water 

points and far from places of passage or gathering of people. 

g) Do not light fires or cause fire risk situaMons. 

h) Do not use or install any structure or element that leaves a permanent mark on 

the environment. 

i) Do not throw or leave solid or liquid waste outside the places specifically 

designed for their collecMon. 

j) Do not leave the marked route. 

k) Close the doors or caYle wires that I have to open as I pass. 
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16. KLASSMARK INSURANCE COVERAGE 

16.1. The notification of the sports accident must be made on the same day as the 

sports event.  

16.2. The coverage for health care or surgical-medical care will only be at the care 

centers agreed upon by the insurance.  

16.3. Unlimited health and surgical-medical care per sports accident, up to 18 months. 

16.4. Unlimited transport or evacuation costs to the agreed care center.  

16.5. Orthopedic material costs, up to 70%.  

16.6. Unlimited rehabilitation treatments, up to a maximum of 18 months.  

16.7. Compensation for absolute and partial disability due to a sports accident up to 

€12,025.  

16.8. Compensation for death as a result of a sports accident up to €6,015. 16.9. 

Compensation for death as a result of a sports accident without direct cause up to 

€1,805. 

 

 

 


